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PART * A

Answer all questions. Each question carries 1 mark.

1 . Check whether the differential x2dy + 2xy dx is exacl.

2. Give the Maclurian's se es expansion of a function f(x, y) of two variables x and
y about the origin.

3. Write condition for which a point (x,,n,) to be a crilical point of the function

r(*, v)

4. Find the value of the double integral i i *on * .

_1 0

5. Find the Jacobian of the transformation x = r cos d , y = r sin 0 with respect to r
anda' 

213
6. Findthevalueof the tripple integral [[ lxy2zdxdydz.

0-1 0

P.T-O.



7.

L
o

'10.

The value of r(3) is.

The varue of B(m, n)r(m + n)- r(m)r(n) is.

Write the value of r(f).
Write the value of the factorial nl as an integral.

PART - B

Answer any eight questions, Each question carries 2 marks.

11. lf fO = i ana y(t)= 1+ t. Find the rate of change of t(x,y) = xy with respect to

12. Find the total derivative ot t(x,y)= x3+xy with respect to x, given that

Y = slnx

13. Check whether the expression yzdx+xzdy+xydz is exact,

14. Find the extremum value of the function f(x,y)= x3y'(-x-y)lot x+O,y*0.
15. The temperature f at any point (x,y, z) tn space is f =4\Oxyz2. Find lhe

highest temperature on the surface of the unit sphere x2 + y2 + z2 = 1 .

16. Find the moment of inertia of a uniform triangular lamina of mass M with sides
a and b about one of the sides of length a.

17. lf R is the region bounded by the circle x2 + y2 = 1 in the first quadrant evaluate
tt xv
I I --=.-:: dv dx .

'i ,lt - ,'
18. Find the Jacobian of Uand ywith respecl to x and y iI u =xzy and y =e'.
19. Prove that the Beta integral is symmetdc in its variables.

,
20. Provethat Jsinedcosq 0d0=;P( p+1 q+1)

'2)

21. Prove that the value of ,(',;) I' 16

15

.l,, * -1') =\2)22. Prove that if n is a positive integer
1.3.5....On -1\. ------- ' '!n.

2n
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PART . C

Answer any six questions. Each questions carries 4 marks.

"2! t2t
23. Verify +. + forthe functions f\x,y)-zxsyz *r.- axdy AyAx

24. lf xW = I find (x, y, z) at which the funclion f =-5!W , isamaximum.
x+2y+42

25. Find the Taylor expansion upto the quadratic term in (x - 2) and (y '. 3) for the

function rQ, y) = Y"' .

26. Find the area ol the elhpse * - y| =,.a'

27. Evaluale ltlxydxOyAz where R is the positive octant of the sphere
R

x2ryz.z2 a2.

28. lf R is the region bounded by the planes x=O, z=0,2 =0 and the cylinder

x2 +y2 =1, evaluate the lllxyz dx dy dz by changing it to cylindrical
R

coordlnates.

2s. prove that lt(al1ll= B@,n ot) 
= F@,n) 

.m n m+n
1n,

30. Show that r(r)r(1- n)= l(n, (- n))= [i1ox where o < x < 1.

i r+x

/ 1\ -t;31 Prove lhat t tr)rl, - 2l= f, t(?n) lot n>0.

PART - D

Answer any two questions. Each questions carries 15 marks.

32. tf x=eucosl, y=e'sina showthat u?,9:4 fu',r'{a'r ?2f '
aur ' a0, r" , (aF - brr )*n 

,"

r(x,v\ = 6fu,e).
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33. (a) Evaluate [!A*X)'Axay where R is the region bounded by the eltipse
R

,' ,t 1

a2 b2

(b) Evaluate i\to, * by changing the order of integration.
6"v

34. (a) Using tripple integrals flnd the volume of the tetrahedron bounded by the

pranes x -0,y = 0,2 =0 and i.l"i=,
(b) Find the volume of the sphere x2 + y2 + z2 = a2 using integrals.

35. (a) Provethat ya*b, O(*,rl= f _fi;ji n"1o-x1''dx.

/ ,t\ r:(b) Prove that r(n)l I n +; l= "'- r(zn).' \ 2) z'n'
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